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“Good morning again from Maui, where
residents are being ROYALLY screwed by
local, state, and federal governments”…
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Reporter Nick Sortor took to Twitter to report on the ongoing disaster of Maui’s tragic fires:
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Good morning again from Maui, where residents are being ROYALLY screwed
by local, state, and federal governments.

There are COUNTLESS important issues to note, but here are just a handful:

1. The town of Lahaina is being INCREASINGLY fortified, and there are police
& military checkpoints at literally every corner

2. Residents are starting to become literally impoverished due to all the
shutdowns.

3. The government has put TENS OF THOUSANDS of people out of work and
countless people are about to be forced into bankruptcy.

4. Federal aid is almost IMPOSSIBLE to get.

5. THE GOVERNMENT STILL WON’T DISCLOSE THE AMOUNT OF
CHILDREN MISSING OR DEAD.

6. The “official” number of people missing keeps changing and seems to be based
on TOTAL LIES.

7. RESIDENTS ARE LITERALLY BEING ARRESTED FOR ATTEMPTING
TO VISIT THEIR OWN HOMES.

— MARK MY WORDS: We WILL get to the bottom of all this. I’m putting
together a team of local residents & journalists to make it happen.

WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT HIDING?

WHY DO THEY KEEP LYING TO THE GREAT PEOPLE OF MAUI?

*** I want to know YOUR thoughts, and and what YOU want to know about
the situation on the ground here on Maui.
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This is either government incompetence, or some kind of test run for a state/federal military
FEMA takeover.

In other news, Maui is going to hell after rich celebs like Justin Momoa or whatever his name
is told tourists to stay off the island. It turns out 80 to 90 percent of Maui’s economy is tourism.

Sortor:

❗ Residents of Maui get a lot more than just Labor Day off work nowadays.
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And that’s because Gov. Josh Green and washed “celebrities” declared Maui
CLOSED after the Lahaina fires, causing TENS OF THOUSANDS of people to
lose their jobs.

These elites don’t give a cr*p about regular folks.

Come visit Maui before the entire economy collapses and even MORE people
lose everything.

• Beaches are EMPTY
• Resorts are EMPTY
• Restaurants are EMPTY
• Parks are EMPTY
• Streets are EMPTY

THOUSANDS of rental cars are stacked up at the airport.

There is NO better time to come.

Remember, 80-90% of Maui’s economy is tourism-based. They need you!
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Tourism dead. Tumbleweeds rolling through the airports. Rental cars rotting in the parking
lots. The middle class getting wiped out. Just the way the globalists like it — imagine how
little carbon is being emitted!
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interested sign up here.
Click…….. Social Media Team
Here
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jn  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ozarkian

9 days ago  edited

;';\[\[\][=..;;.;;.The ~"'gl0balists- in the
"new w0rld 0rder'- are putting 'the M-
R"N-A vax' in your f00d you need to do
this ASAP
Visit.............
http://wiresouth.com/fyut767t
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Speakyourmind Now

Reply •

− ⚑

> Ozarkian

8 days ago

The nine most terrifying words in the
English language are: 'I'm from the
government and I'm here to help.

~ Ronald Reagan

 1  0

Master of Karma

Reply •

− ⚑

9 days ago

The residents screwed themselves by voting for
liberals.
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lahela  − ⚑

> Master of Karma

9 days ago

Sad but true and now the " people" will
rely on the same incompetent negligent
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rely on the same incompetent, negligent
leaders ( Bissen, Green) to lead the
rebuild to recovery. The group think in a
one party state ( for decades) is a
mental illness brought on by
indoctrination by misinformation since
state hood . Lemmings have more
independent thought. " The people" can
complain at meetings, gather to talk
about rights but the powers that be
yawn in their faces. The people have no
voice ( elections are one sided) so
whatever illusion of democracy they
believe they have is an illusion to quiet
the mob. Like Roman Emperors hosting
gladiator to the death �ghts: distract the
angry mobs from revolting. Throw some
read meat to the masses.
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sunzeneise  

Reply •

− ⚑

> lahela

8 days ago

Inbred, tribal leadership.
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Benjamin Dover

Reply •

− ⚑

> lahela

8 days ago

stfu, you add nothing

 0  9

veritasycandor− ⚑

>

Benjamin

Dover

8 days
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8 days

ago

In truth, you
responded with name
calling (and you used
a tired acronym to
boot) and added zero
in the form of
substance. EVERY
single statement by
lahela is accurate in
one form or another,
and has been borne
out by time. The
historical record of
the Uniparty, the
re�exivity of partisan
voting, and the
mirage of
"leadership" at the
government level.

 4  0

lahela − ⚑

>

veritasycandor

8 days

ago

Mahalo! Well said.
Living on Oahu is
proof whether I offer
an opinion or shut up;
it won't change cost
of living and
governance in a one
party state. Mr. Dover
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Reply

may have other
perceptions (if he
lives in Hawaii) and
he's entitled to his
illusion. If anyone is
interested, watch
"you tube" the Maui
Council Meetings re
Lahaina �res. Maybe
Hawaii is unique in
its incompetence or
perhaps it's like this
elsewhere in the
country.
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Steven Palmer  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Master of Karma

9 days ago

exactly, they got exactly what they voted
for STFU
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John  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Steven Palmer

8 days ago

But do we know for sure the
elections were "mostly"
honest?
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LILtinbender− ⚑

> John

8 days

ago
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As honest as the
dem wanted. It's
honest for them
when they win.
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jena hobert  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Master of Karma

8 days ago

With the Democrats record of cheating, I
am really beginning they didn't vote for
bit were Cheated. Does that thought
ever cross anyone's mind?
You really think 2020 wasn't Years in the
making?
I don't think anyone votes for this, but I
bet lots of States Cheated to get there. I
am not saying some don't vote
Democrat, but I don't think the they
expected to be murdered.
It's something to think about.
Considering where the leftist are placed
elections its no wonder they were able
to take it over.
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Cpriestess  

Reply •

− ⚑

> jena hobert

8 days ago

We will never know.

 0  0

Ed Olsen  − ⚑

> jena hobert

8 days ago

Uh st d English m ch???
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Uh... study English much???
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veritasycandor

Reply

− ⚑

> Ed

Olsen

8 days

ago

"Did you study
English su�ciently?"
There, Ed. I �xed it for
you.
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Benjamin Dover

Reply •

− ⚑

> jena hobert

8 days ago

idiots, votes has ZERO to do
with this, how do some turn
out sooooo bleedin' dumb?
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TrumptheCommies

Reply

− ⚑

>

Benjamin

Dover

8 days

ago

Because your mother
rubs off on people,
DUMMY. Go back to
her basement,
troglodyte, grown ups
are speaking.
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>
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Dover

8 days

ago

Perhaps you are best
quali�ed to answer
that question: "how
do some turn out
soooooo bleedin'
dumb'? You may have
personal insight.
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Reply
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>

Benjamin

Dover

8 days

ago

Ed? Weren't you the
spelling nazi just an
hour ago? What
happened to your
own English
acumen?
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